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Rehearsals at 7 p.m.:
August 19, 26
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The Scottish Rite Auditorium
5500 Memorial Hwy., Tampa

Click for Directions
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2013
HoH CALENDAR OF EVENTS
AUGUST
19
Rehearsal (MONDAY)
26
Rehearsal (MONDAY)
31-Sept 2 Labor Day Jamboree
SEPTEMBER
4
Rehearsal (WEDNESDAY)
9
HoH Board Meeting (MONDAY)
11
Rehearsal (WEDNESDAY)
16
Rehearsal (MONDAY)
21
Retreat - Terrace Palms Community Church
23
Rehearsal (MONDAY)
30
Rehearsal (MONDAY)
OCTOBER
7
Rehearsal (MONDAY)
11-13 Fall Convention in Orlando
14
HoH Board Meeting (MONDAY)
16
Rehearsal (WEDNESDAY)
20
Performance in Hawthorne
21
Rehearsal (MONDAY)
28
Rehearsal (MONDAY)

August 2013
October 11-13, 2013
2013
Fall
Convention

See you there!

ORLANDO AIRPORT MARRIOTT
Need info? Visit...
http://sunshinedistrict.org/events/conventions/

January 28, 2014 - February 2, 2014
Click, or call for more information
800-595-4849 (open 24/7)

NOVEMBER
4
Rehearsal (MONDAY)
11
HoH Board Meeting (MONDAY)
13
Rehearsal (WEDNESDAY)
18
Rehearsal (MONDAY)
25
Rehearsal (MONDAY)
DECEMBER
2
Rehearsal (MONDAY)
9
HoH Board Meeting (MONDAY)
11
Rehearsal (WEDNESDAY)
14
Christmas Show at USF Concert Hall, Tampa
17
The Villages of Citrus Hill, Hernando

June 29, 2014, - July 6, 2014
Call for more information
800-595-4849
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SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT QUARTET DOES A RADIO SPOT !
From Ed McKenzie, Chorus Bass and member SPECIAL ARRANGEMENT Quartet
The Publix Super Markets chain contacted Marty Port,
Baritone in Special Arrangement, to do a radio spot since
Marty’s previous quartet, Song Fellows, had done one in
the past. After checking with the others in the quartet, all
except Lead Brad Grabill were available; but we decided
to do it anyway. Since Brad wasn’t available, Marty’s son,
Sammy, flew into town for the session. Sammy sings
for a living in New York City. The ad agency suggested
music from “Daisy Bell” and wrote alternate lyrics. The
advertisement is for melons; and, apparently, Publix is
planning to put both cantaloupe and honeydew on sale at
the same time in a “fruit display built for two.”
Sammy recorded the Lead line and provided a track for us Dave Roberts-Tenor, Sammy Port-Lead, Marty Port-Bari, Ed McKenzie-Bass.
all to sing against at a tempo that offered two verses we
could complete in about 60 seconds. We figured probably We went in and were each given headsets. We needed
during a one-minute spot, we couldn’t expect to be them to hear ourselves, as well as communicate with the
singing the whole time. Nevertheless, it gave us a target technician who was running the session in the booth. We
speed to work on. Dave Roberts, Tenor, provided the chart couldn’t see them and they couldn’t see us. We ran through
for us and I put it in Finale, spreading the words out so they the song a few times and the tech had us individually
seemed as smooth as necessary.
modify our distance to the mike to get the sound balance
he wanted.
We had one rehearsal at Marty’s home, which is the normal
rehearsal location for Special Arrangement. On the day of Oh yes, we had an audience! We were also joined in the
the taping, we all met at Marty’s to go to the studio. We recording studio by a couple of female interns who were
got there about 9:30 a.m. and met the sound crew. They intrigued by what was happening and wanted to watch.
graciously provided fruit,
We sang the song as we planned it, and then the tech and
Stations airing the spot in
bagels, and coffee; we
the Publix folks asked us to do some modifications, which
Orlando and Tampa
provided a preview of the
we did. Since the words Publix folks had provided weren’t
beginning 8/15/13:
song we had worked on!
an exact match for the syllables in the original song, we had
made a decision or two about how to condense or spread
ORLANDO
After a while, Publix and
them out. We tried their suggestion and they didn’t like it, so
WCFB-FM
ad agency folks showed
we went back to our original plan. Then they asked us to do
WJHM-FM
up and we were ready to
the song on “ooo,” giving them the option of a background
WMGF-FM
roll.
for a voice over. Finally, they asked us to provide a tag-line
WMMO-FM
WOCL-FM
for the Publix motto: “Where shopping is a pleasure.” Dave
WOMX-FM
As it turned out, the
came up with the idea for how to handle that and we did
WWKA-FM
recording studio was
that as well.
WXXL-FM
actually in a different
building than the first
The single thing that is emblazoned in my memory about
TAMPA-ST. PETERSBURG-CLRW
one we went to,
the whole session is that the tech, again who couldn’t see us,
WBTP-FM
although
asked us several times to smile while we sang the song.
WDUV-FM
close.
Tony has been telling us that our facial expression
WFUS-FM
Click here for
absolutely affects our vocal production and this
WMTX-FM
certainly validated it for me. I mean, Tony could
WQYK-FM a link where you
WRBQ-FM can listen to the
possibly just want us to smile because we look
WWRM-FM
better. But the tech for the radio spot didn’t care
commercial
WXGL-FM
what we looked like, he just wanted us to sound
better. And we did!

https://roxc.box.com/s/1na3iur9bu5n70pz9ebr
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Hangin’ Around the
Barber Pole!
by Steve Cragg

Howdy Heralds!
You know, when I’m on the risers at a typical HOH rehearsal, I sometimes ponder the fact that folks
in the three rows behind me have the distinct pleasure of staring at the back of my bald head for
three fun-filled hours! And I also marvel when I see guys at the end of the rehearsal get recognized
for 20, 30, even 40 years of faithful barbershop service! Wow! But, then I realize how very little
I actually know about the guys I get to sing with on a regular basis! So that’s why I started this
column! I wanted to give myself a little “boost” in getting to know my fellow harmony harbingers
better! So in each upcoming edition of HOH monthly newsletter, I will dutifully track down a
willing crooner of melodious melody, and ask him at least five fun questions, so
that we can learn a little bit about what makes that guy tick! And who better to
start with, but your current Music and Performance VP, Mr. Chuck Steiner!
Chuck provided the
following answers to
five totally random and
fun questions!
Chuck, what’s your
favorite non-primary
color (excluding red,
yellow, blue) and why?
Obviously... crimson…
(Roll Tide Roll!) If that’s
too
much
“red,” I would
say
white,
because
it
always means
a clean palate.
(And by the way, my
least favorite color and
one that I refuse to wear
is any shade of orange....
(unless its “Throwback
Day” at the Tampa Bay
Buccaneers
stadium
here in Tampa):
Excluding barbershop
singing, and time with

your family and friends, what is
your favorite thing to do?
I actually enjoy working in
the yard, always had a
green thumb.

Whats your
favorite
children’s story
and why?
Alexander and the
terrible, horrible,
What do you do for work in “real no good, very bad day. My 3rd grade
life?” (Meaning outside of the bar- class had to memorize and perform a
bershop realm.) This month, I’m the book. That’s what we did, and because
had
Director of Operations for a medi- I
cal billing/technology t e r r i b l e
company. But I’m al- a l l e r g i e s
ways an airline guy, jet as a child,
fuel stays in the blood! I
played
the part of
Alexander.
Big hit!
What is your favorite movie of all
time? And why?
It’s definitely a tie: The
Wizard of Oz because it
Thanks Chuck for these great
was the first movie I really
answers! And hopefully we will
remember as a child...and
see you “hangin’ around the barber
I still see something different
pole” in our next issue!
every time I watch it.
Ferris Bueller’s Day Off is right
up there with it, because it defined my teenage years.

In song, Steve C.
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Bring on the Bucs Bucks!

HoH Logo Gear

And Get Barbershop
Merchandise at
www.harmonymarketplace.com

THANK YOU!
Thanks to everyone
that contributed to this
edition of the Herald.
Please keep it coming!

GAME DATES & TIMES:
Aug 29

7:30 p.m.

Preseason - Bucs vs. Redskins

Sep 15

4 p.m.

Bucs vs. Saints		

Sep 29

1 p.m.

Bucs vs. Cardinals		

Oct 13

1 p.m.

Bucs vs. Eagles		

Oct 24

8:30 p.m.

Bucs vs. Panthers		

Nov 11

8:45 p.m.

Bucs vs. Dolphins		

Nov 17

1 p.m.

Bucs vs. Falcons		

Dec 8

1 p.m.

Bucs vs. Bills

Dec 15

1 p.m.

Bucs vs. 49ers

Deadline for the next
Herald is September 10th.
Submit photos, stories,
updates and ideas to
Rox@rox-c.com

Sign up for your games!
Contact Steve Matheson for more information
smatheson@bkwmc.com
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The following is a song introduction from the March
31, 1984, Annual Show. Bob Lang, one our past ‘pillars’
of our chorus, Board Member, BOTY, and many other
accomplishments introduced the song. And, it went like this.
“Whenever possible, we try to add little known facts from
history to our program in hope that we can enlighten our
audience with some knowledgeable fact so they take home
a bit more than expected.
Military men during early times had no way to control
marching time except by the sun – and actually it was
practically impossible to find a reasonable priced sun-dial
you could wear on your wrist, so you could time the long
marches, there fore they had to rely on forced marches, now
this caused exhaustion; low morale; -- not to mention loss of
troops.
Durning the era of Alexander-the-Great, one of his learned
men, who was wise in the ways of chemistry, discovered
a chemical that could be impregnated on cloth and when
placed against human skin, it would re-act to moisture
from the skin and cause a distinct change of color during a
specific amount of time.
Now Alex decided this would be a good innovation for his
armies, so he had a chemist provide his generals with strips
of the chemically treated cloth; which they would use on the
wrist of one of their best marching men. The persperation on
the cloth changed its color at a spcefic time, and in this way
they developed more precise marching schedules to allow
controlled troop movement. The troops would march better
and cover greater distances because of more regulated
‘cookie-breaks’, morale improved, and they became a
stronger army; which in turn made Alex very proud, (actually
it made Alexander Great).
Thus, from this military leader Alexander-the-Great, these
little strips of cloth that changed colors when worn on the
wrist and exposed to persperation became an accurate
method of marking time and become the fore-runner
(perhaps five-runner) of what we today know as a wrist
watch.
Now you are about to learn, the rest of the story, because
our next song was developed from this incident in history,
and the title is
Alexander’s Rag………………………………Time Band.”
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VOLUNTEER FIRST,

BE ASSIGNED SECOND!
by Chuck Steiner and Shaun Reynolds

The Heralds of Harmony are teaming up
with Jacksonville Big Orange to host the Fall
Convention in Orlando. What a great way
to make our re-entry into the wonderful
world of contest after a year-long absence.
With that responsibility comes a monetary
reward to each Chapter and the right to
select our order in the chorus rotation…but
MOST IMPORTANTLY: the need for man (and
woman) power! Don’t worry- the District
has someone assigned to oversee each one
of the functions. Here is a “smattering” of
some jobs that will need to be filled.
Thursday Oct 10th: evening riser load in
and stage set up
Friday Oct 11th: Riser Crew duties, Harmony Marketplace (2-3 hour shifts), Ticket
Sales (2-3 hour shifts), Registration Booth
(2-3 hour shifts), Ushers, Guides (guiding
quartets from warm up area to stage), Door
Attendants (a.k.a. “slammers”), Tech Crew,
Riser Crew duties (yes, it was already typed
once…that is the “big” need!).
Saturday October 12th: Riser Crew duties
(notice a pattern here?), Harmony Marketplace (2-3 hour shifts), Ticket Sales (2-3 hour
shifts), Registration Booth (2-3 hour shifts),
Ushers, Door “slammers”, Tech Crew, Riser
Crew duties.
Please let either Chuck or Shaun know how
long where you would like to be assigned.
This is for the entire family, so please go
ahead and have “the conversation” with your
significant other about having a Servant’s
Heart and assisting to make this a flawless,
well-run, and well-staffed convention for
our very proud District.

AL13champs@aol.com

s_w_reynolds@yahoo.com
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September 21st Retreat
by Chuck Steiner
Please reserve Saturday, September 21st for an offsite coaching retreat to further ready ourselves for
contest.
Exact times and who the coach will be are forthcoming. Those details are still being finalized.

Submit your caption
to the Editor!
Rox@rox-c.com
The winning caption(s)
will be posted in the next edition of
The Tampa HERALD.

Last Month’s
Winning Caption

All members attendance for this event is strongly encouraged. This will be our first coaching opportunity
in quite some time, and it is always nice to spend a
long day together reinforcing the progress that
we’ve made in the last year and a half.
This all day event will be held at Steve Cragg’s
church, Terrace Palms Community Church, located
in the Temple Terrace area located just off of I-75 and
Fowler Ave/Morris Bridge Road; 9620 Davis Road;
Tampa, FL 33637.
Additionally, this event is on the Groupanizer calendar. Please take a moment to update your attendance plans for this retreat and all events that you
are able to. By doing this, it helps us for planning
purposes, riser placement, contest preparation...etc.
Thanks in advance for keeping your attendance
plans up-to-date!

Music

That “ring” is stuck in there some where!

We will be adding more
Christmas charts very soon,
as well as a new slate of songs
for 2014.
Suggestions are always
welcomed!
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Rehearsal Note Summary
Active HoH Members, watch your
inbox for weekly rehearsal notes sent
out by Russ Powell.

Rehearsal Notes: July 22, 2013
a Great rehearsal and show review. By all accounts, the
Chorus and quartets performed well during both shows. Our
sound is improving and our new look is impressive. Thanks
to MC, Chuck Roegiers, for mentioning the rare opportunity
to hear and enjoy the lost art of “Live Music” without loud
instrumental accompaniment. This is truly a performancebased artform.
a Performance-based chorus.
Why are we singing? We are a chorus that is accountable
and responsible to an audience. We need to shift our focus
to please and inspire the audience. Is it sincere? Is it sincere,
real and believable all the time? Are the singers involved
and re-engaged with each breath? Both facial and physical
involvement? Do our songs and our singing serve a greater
purpose; namely, to share with the audience? Are we here
for their entertainment or ours? Does our music make the
audience happier? Does it make people forget where they
are?
a Same person. Be the same person all the time with the same
forward vocal placement, the same spot, the same color in
your voice when you go up and down the register. Don’t take
the elevator shaft down and drop back in your throat when
making interval leaps and become two different-sounding
people. Keep the same placement position, the same spot
on all interval leaps, and remain the same person instead of
becoming a dual personality with two different voices.
a North-South vs. East-West.
Singing with a vertical lifted dome without too much width
provides optimal ring. This is particularly important when
singing diphthongs. For example, when singing and turning
“Way”, “My”, try to turn the corners of your mouth inward and
upward instead of outward.
a Kudos to Tony and Main Street for placing 4th in the World
in Toronto. Wow!! What an honor to receive this kind of welldeserved recognition from the Society. It was fun to witness
the excitement and suspense build as the quartets progressed

through the quarter-finals, semi-finals, and finals. Picking the
order of the top ten was very difficult, but everyone knew
that Main Street was in there somewhere. Finishing in the top
five for the third year in a row is nothing short of amazing.
The Heralds of Harmony are very fortunate to have such a
talented barbershopper as our director.
a Retreat. Not yet finalized. Please vote in the poll on
Groupanizer. Probably going to be a one day event with
assistance from a visiting coach to help evaluate our
competition set and other performance songs.
Next rehearsal. Monday, July 29. Be ready for sectional
rehearsal on “Smile”and continue to practice all new music as
well as competition set.
a Note from Chuck Steiner: It appears that AOL users
might not be getting all updates sent to “ACTIVE HOH” via
Groupanizer.
While this is a known issue and being worked on for a fix,
we place total confidence that all members are checking
Groupanizer regularly for new material...cause there is gonna
be lots of it!

Rehearsal Notes: July 29, 2013
Great rehearsal. Five guests!!!!! Worked on “Strike Up The
Band, “ “I’ll Be Seeing You,” “Tonight,” “Smile,” and “Slow Boat.”
Real treat to hear the Heralds sing “Happy Birthday.” Thanks.
a Move on the breath. Re-engage on the breath. Physically
involved on the breath. Start on your inside foot and shift
weight toward your outside foot. Keep movin’on the breath
in order to sell the song, release tension, and make a more
exciting performance.
a Lifting away, not dropping down. Any time we are opening
from a small aperture to a big aperture, we should not be
dropping the jaw and letting the sound drop with it. Always
about lifting up as we create more space to open up for bigger
vowel sounds, instead of just letting everything fall down.
a Conviction. Singing with confidence. For example, owning
and taking back the melody after a harmony interlude.
Delivering all the word sounds. Not necessarily louder, just
taking command with confidence and conviction.
a Co-host Orlando convention with Big Orange. Need
volunteers!!!

The Tampa HERALD
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Rehearsal Notes: August 5, 2013

Rehearsal Notes: August 14, 2013

a SYNERGY. That was an amazing rehearsal on Monday
night. Excellent singing!! We had SYNERGY for fleeting
moments. The extra energy had to come from somewhere!!
How can the combined effect of anything possibly be
greater than the sum of the individual parts? By building on
each other’s enthusiasm, dedication, and commitment. By
working together and encouraging each other. By teamwork
and cooperation, by buying in, by owning your own square,
by believing. By focusing and working harder, by always
wanting to get better, and never giving up. By having fun, by
caring, and showing some love.

a Worked on Strike Up the Band, Tonight and Smile with several
complete choreo run throughs on SUTB. Productive half-hour
sectional helped to improve unit sound and the unified delivery of
the lyrical message.

a Harmony U.
Dr. Dan returns all fired up. You will be hearing more about:
“Salute your nose,” and “Pythagorean comma.” Watch for an
explanation of these concepts and more in Dr. Dan’ s featured
article in the next issue of “The Tampa Herald.”
a Six guests!!! Keep’em comin’!!! That’s how we build this
house.
a Thanks, Ralph, for the choreo refinements and helping us
get it right. And a big thanks to Brian for the rehearsal videos
magically appearing early the very next day. Wow!!
a Reset on every breath. Keep movin’, keep smilin’ , keep
steppin’ up your game. The new ewe.
a O. P.
It is time to be O. P.** on “Smile” and “Tonight.”
________
** Off Paper!!!!

a Feel the words, sing the emotion. Live the line you deliver. Need
to be keenly aware of what we are singing. Pay more attention
to the meaning of the words. Deliver the message. Don’t just say
the words. As a performer, little voice in your head needs to be
asking and answering questions, particularly in ballads. These mini
questions help you to stay engaged in delivering the line. What
now? What next? Continue to ask and answer questions. Conduct
a private singer dialog in your head. The answer or statement
produces the difference in the urgency in the approach of the
delivery.
a We are singers, not cooks. Don’t chop the vegetables. We are
vocal violins where the bow never leaves the strings. Always be
moving through the phrase in a connected way.
a One color of sound. Vocal production for all singers, but
particularly the basses. Sound like the same person. Tony keeps
repeating this for the benefit of the basses!! No planting on the lows,
no stretching on the highs, no harkening back on lows or highs.
Sound like the same person in all parts of the register. Practice this
at home in a standing singer’s position with good breath support.
Don’t swallow the sound. Same position, soft palate lift, focus on
forward placement. Single sound, single placement.
a Next Rehearsal, Monday, August 19. Work on choreo between
now and Monday! Watch and practice with the rehearsal video.
Choreo has to be automatic so you don’t have to think about it or
worry you may miss a move. Prepare to sing: First page of Birthday
of A King, I’ll be seeing you, Show Me, Smile, SUTB, Tonight.

Of all the Directing/Coaching/Counseling I have done, there is one common thought I
always leave with my guys/gals.
There is a PROFOUND difference between PRACTICE and REHEARSAL.
PRACTICE is what you do at home, in the car, or whenever/wherever.
REHEARSAL is perfecting what you’ve been PRACTICING. This usually happens on Chapter
meeting night. That time is NOT, as I have stressed, to be called “Chorus PRACTICE”.
You are wasting the time of your coach/director (and chorus $$) – to say nothing of your fellow members that DO practice – by waiting until Chapter meeting night.
PRACTICE may not lead to PERFECTION, but it sure leads to a more fruitful and rewarding
REHEARSAL.
Dick Johnson - Great Falls, MT and reintroduced by Alexander Boltenko
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Sunshine District’s Labor Day Jamboree is quickly approaching! That annual event where Barbershoppers from
around the world congregate in one spot without any
competition or pressure to enjoy each other’s company
and sing all your favorite songs and tags far into the night
is practically here.
What’s that? You’ve never heard of Labor Day Jamboree?
Well, let me tell you a thing or two about the most fabulous weekend on the Barbershop planet. First, we’re back
at the Orlando Airport Marriott close to all sorts of attractions, as if you’d ever want to leave the poolside or halls
where the singing is happening. Second, there’s the Dave
LaBar Memorial Almost Classic Classic Golf Tournament
on Sunday for those of you so inclined. Third, it’s a family thing all weekend long. You decide how much or how
little participation you want to enjoy. Fourth, there’s the
Grapefruit League Novice Quartet Contest [GLNQC] open
to any guys from anywhere who sing and featuring the
Rik Ogden Memorial Trophy to the winners along with an
appearance on the Saturday show which leads me to the
shows. Last, but certainly not least, we’ve got two Barbershop shows to beat all Barbershop shows!
The Saturday night Jamboree features headliners - 2012
BHS Semi-Finalists and masters of comedy, Lunch Break
along with 2012 SAI Silver medalists Bling!, 2012 Sunshine
District Champions Flashback, SAI Region 9 Champions
Quatro, surprise cameo performances, and the GLNQC
winners from Saturday afternoons contest. Brett Cleveland
has agreed to emcee this fine evening!
The Sunday night SuperShop Show featuring headliners 2011 SAI International Champions Maxx Factor and BHS
4th place medalists Main Street! We’ll also and feature
Region 9 finalists Live Out Loud, 2012 SAI Finalists Speed
of Sound, Sunshine District Intl Reps The Society, Boardwalk, and surprise cameo performances all seamlessly
woven together by Sunshine’s own masterful emcee, Keith
Hopkins.

Where else are you going to see this kind of concentrated
Barbershop power? No place, that’s where. Show tickets
are only $25 for either show or buy the two-show package
for $45 and save.
Both shows are open seating and prepaid tickets will be
available at the Will Call desk at 7 p.m. each evening. Doors
open at 7:30 and the shows start promptly at 8 p.m.
And then there’s the Afterglow on Saturday and Sunday
night after the shows in the Capri Room. Who could ask for
anything more?
For those of you interested in the Grapefruit League Novice Quartet Contest, you can register online here:
http://sunshinedistrict.org/events/grapefruit_league_
novice_quartet_contest/
and get all the details on the qualifications and contest
rules.
So, blowout that pitch pipe, pack your bags, and head on
down to the Sunshine District for a Barbershop weekend
for the whole family. Labor Day Jamboree 2013 is waiting
for YOU!
Don’t Miss It!

www.labordayjamboree.com

Mark Schlinkert
Harmania@me.com
LDJ Chairman

The Tampa HERALD
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My Week at Harmony University
by Dan Deignan
Well, I finally made it to HU after 46 years in
barbershopping. I don’t know what took me
so long. It was one of the best barbershop
experiences of my life.
In the class “Senior Experience”, Joe Liles taught
us to “nose salute”. Place your flat hand just below
your nose, kind of like you are smelling your
knuckles. When you sing, feel like all the sound is
coming from above your hand. Just like Tony asks
us to do, only with a different visual.
In “Physics of Sound,” I learned why barbershoppers
don’t sing the exact notes played on the piano.
Sometimes we sing sharper than the piano,
sometimes flatter, depending on where our note
fits into the chord. Also, the “circle of fifths,” in the
direction we sing it, virtually guarantees dropping
the pitch of the key center, unless we consciously
compensate for it.
In “Rehearse like
a Champion” with
Ringmasters, I watched
how a gold medal
quartet actually
rehearses – pretty
much like the rest of us
– “I’m out of air at the
end of that phrase;”
“Oh, I’m so sorry;”
“Try singing that
note a little higher.” In
“Quartet Coaching”
I watched Awesome
Joe Connelly coach a
pretty good Harmony
Inc quartet called
Zazzle. Our class then

analyzed what Joe did right. Answer: Everything.
In “Coaching Under Glass,” I watched Presentation
coach Marty Lovick actually get Ringmasters to tell
us what their Swedish ballad was about using only
their facial expressions.
Gas House Gang Lead, Rich Knight, taught “How
to be a great Lead,” and Barry Towner taught “How
to be a Quartet Spokesman.” Both interesting and
informative.
The “Freshman Class” (first timers like me) were
divided into three choruses and given colored
ribbons on our name badges. My chorus,
Green Machine, won the Thursday Barbeque
sing off contest, resulting in an abundance of
congratulatory comments for the rest of the week.
During the daily general sessions, we learned
six entire songs and a different tag every day.
Speaking of tags,
just hang around the
cafeteria after the
evening “ice cream
break” for all the tags
you care to sing.
Next year Harmony
University is moving
to Belmont college
in Nashville. I will be
going again.
Why don’t
you join
me?

Dan’s quartet (with Joe Liles in the center)
was called
“Three hits and a miss”

What Did You Do This Summer?

Share your adventure with the rest of us! Send your story and/or a picture or two
so we can vacation vicariously through you!! Send to rox@rox-c.com
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An enjoyable few days in the
Smoky Mountains!
Dave & Dianne Roberts

Ahhh, how relaxing … hosted by Larry and Roxanne at their ‘cabin’
in the woods.” We enjoyed restful and peaceful days amidst the
fresh air, good eats, and tours of the area in magnificent natural
beauty on the “quiet side of the Smokies.” They are great guides
and know the area so well, we didn’t worry about how to get
back way up on the mountain top to their cabin from Cades Cove
and the Parkway! We took a lot of photos, walks and had grilled
dinners by Chef Larry! …and watched for bear! and one came by!
With all good intentions to help, I watched Roxanne do yard work
… and took photos! As always, a memorable visit always seems
too short; but fortunately the kids welcome us back whenever
we need another dose of their hospitality and the relaxation of
Mother Nature. Thanks Kids! You are the greatest!

Visiting London
Mark & Karen Tuttle....
To all the Heralds and family and
friends, it’s well worth the trip. It’s
exciting and fascinating with the
history.
Karen & Mark Tuttle sitting
in a great old Scottish pub in
Dornock.
(Part of a pub crawl?)

I am sure all the women want to see the best jewelry
around. Or send their husbands to the tower. Ha ha.
Well worth the site of the Crown Jewels.

Mark found this lady
guard fun to observe as
she watches the changing of the guards.
Stonehenge: It must have been made
by aliens.

The Tampa HERALD
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2 Stages to Uploading
Your Audition Track
to Groupanizer
Here’s the singer recording upload checklist(s) - for PC’s
by Rod Rodrigues, & MAC’s by Joe McCarthy.
They are ALMOST identical. The screens for each
computer type will show a SLIGHT difference, but the
procedures are essentially the same.
Using Groupanizer will speed up the process in
uploading, reviewing, evaluating & posting status results.
To put your mind at ease, your recordings with your selfcritiques can be accessed by ONLY those individuals
AUTHORIZED - including the Chapter President, Website
Administrator(s), VP of Music & Performance, section
leaders, listeners & administrator for qualification recordskeeping.
After you upload your voice track with self-critique to
Groupanizer, it will be assigned via your section leader or
our records-keeper to an appropriate listener for review
in order to get your results back to your song status
page in a reasonable time (workload permitting). This
should allow you time to work on another recording (if
necessary) with your improvements.

1

(For iPhone users: The built-in recorder App is “Voice Memos”
which records in [ .m4a ] format).

Stage 1: Record and move your
recording to your computer.

1. Record yourself on a Digital Recording Device.
2. Connect your device to your computer. With
most PC devices, you will be able to use My
Computer to explore the folders on your device.
Once it is connected to your computer, you will see it
listed as a disk drive. If you have an iPhone, connect it
to your computer. Let iTunes load. You will find your
recordings in the playlists down near the bottom (Voice
Memos). Whether you use a generic device or an Apple
device, you will find that the device has named your
recording(s) in a generic way like Memo_012.mp3
3. Click on the recording you want and use Ctrl+C to copy
it to the clipboard.
4. Click on your main drive (C: for most people)
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From The Groupanizer Guy
With five new songs to qualify in the next few
weeks, the site is ready for each singer to upload
his song directly to the site. It is very simple. Joe
McCarthy has written a simple set of instructions
to upload your auditions from either a Mac or
Windows. We have been assigned ‘learn by’ dates
for each song so we need to get this done.
Would you like to compare yourself to a singer in a
gold medal chorus? It is now possible through the
web site and should be very valuable to each of
us as singers. Our web site has a copy of our show
which can be viewed by accessing our Videos
section which is the same section that we access
for our rehearsal videos. The Encore 13 show can
be accessed by clicking on the Shows tab on the
left side. You can watch your performance and
then compare yourself to what singers of the
Ambassadors of Harmony do in performance.
Once you have watch your own performance,
then go to ‘The Heralds’ (front page on the blue
bar), click on the Barbershop Harmony Society
then go to main page of the society. There you
can find the 2012 Championship performance
of the Ambassadors. Watch what their singers
do in the ballad. This will give our singers a direct
comparison of what a gold medalist chorus
singer does.

5. Open your HOH folder and use Ctrl-V to paste your
recording into your HOH folder. Once you have done this,
you are now prepared to upload it.
6. Listen to your track and prepare a self-critique.

(continued on next page)

2
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Stage 2: Getting it from
your HOH folder to the
web site.
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.
This will give you a row of tabs. Select Song Status.

Log into the HOH web site. Once
you are logged in, click on My
Account tab
You will see a list of the songs. Locate the song you want to upload.

Things to remember about the
bulls-eye buttons:
- A SINGER chooses either the [
S ] “Submitted” Bulls-eye for an
INITIAL submission,
or an [ R ] “Resubmit” Bulls-eye for
all subsequent Resubmits on that
same song.
- After reviewing your track, a Listener will post ONLY a [ Q ] Qualified, or a [ U ] “Please Resubmit”.
To verify that your recording
ACTUALLY Uploaded- go to your
Song Status page / [View] tab.
Under “Attachment”: You should
see your uploaded track’s filename. (If it’s not there- it didn’t
upload).
Click to open & play it. If it won’t
open or Play- find out why. If it’s
NOT readable & clear enoughfind out why and make another
recording and choose [S ] again
with comment that the previous
track was unreadable.
All Groupanizer submissions /
evaluations / comments remain.
They are not modified, overwritten or deleted. (continued on next page)

To the right, you will find the word Upload. That is a hyperlink. Click on it. The
new screen is as follows:

Click on Choose File. Ou will get a File/Open Dialog box.

(continued on next page)
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Navigate to your HOH folder on your computer, find your file and click on it, then click
on the Open button. You will see your file name in the HOH web site window. Then
click on the Attach button in that window. Finally, click on Save. You can then close
your browser if you like.
Another option though is to prepare your self-critique as a document. You should be
able to upload multiple files, and after you upload your audition track, you can also save
your document on your computer and upload that in the same manner as you uploaded
your Audition track.
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- Do NOT submit multiple recordings of the same song at the same
time and expect your Listener to
figure out which one is the ‘best’
one to evaluate - That’s your job.
EXCEPTION: If an earlier recording’s error is clearly identified by
you, and a later recording identifies & shows (by you) the error
as being corrected- those two
recordings may be used by your
Listener.
You must do all the research & legwork, not your Listener. He won’t
have the time.
Look for your results on your Song
Status page. The new song status
will be either a [Q] or a [U].
Your Listener will add his critique
in the [Comment] window.
Your Listener may or may not notify you via Email, so always check
your song Status on G’zer.
- Joe McCarthy, Administrator for
Qualifications & Records-keeping.

FOR MAC:
CHECKLIST FOR UPLOADING RECORDING TO GROUPANIZER:
- As you press RECORD button- speak the song identification with something like:
“J Barbershopper / Songname / 1/23/13 / take 2”.
- SAVE it in your computer’s favorite location. If you don’t have one- then choose DESKTOP.
- Log in to Groupanizer (Should default to your MY ACCOUNT page).
- Click on “SONG STATUS” (on far R).
- In “Song Status Workflow”: Click Bulls-eye for either [S] or [R] as appropriate.
- In [COMMENT] box: type in your self critique: (Notes, Words, Breaths & Phrasing Errors). Example:
SUTB (for Strike Up The Band):
M.06: Took breath where no breath indicated.
M. 21: “wait- ing”: Note error: Sang G instead of A.
M: 22: Phrasing error- wrong rhythm tempo.
- I will review music & LT and correct errors with home practice.
- Under FILE ATTACHMENTS:
- In “Attach New File”: Click on [BROWSE]. (Check Groupanizer for allowable file types).
- Locate & click on your saved recording file (in computer). The entire ‘file tree’ for your song will appear in
the [Attach new File:] box.
- Click blue [Attach].
- Click the category from list of [Song Categories] (Current Reprtoire).
- Click green [SAVE] (your recording & self-critique are now posted on Groupanizer).
========================

If you cannot execute this checklist, please Email / phone Joe McCarthy (Member List) for help.
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PUN OF THE MONTH:
If you can’t find anyone to sing
with, you have to duet yourself.

Attendance Report
The following individuals had perfect attendance
for rehearsals in the month of July.
Al Kelly
Andrew Schrader
Art McNeil
Bill Weatherford
Brian Wunderlin
Burt Sullivan
Charlie Barbarisi
Chris Barthauer
Chuck Steiner
Dan McFarlane
Danny Wunderlin
Doug McDonald
Ed McKenzie
Jay Gettig
Jerry Tobin
Joe Kane
Joe McCarthy
John Pennington
John Santamaria
Lee Sobania
Mark Tuttle
Marty Port
Marty Vandenberghe
Matt Sullivan
Nick Nicosia
Phillip Dalimonte
Rod Rodrigues
Russ Powell
Shaun Reynolds
Steve Cragg
Steve Matheson
Steve Stenzler
Tony De Rosa

Bravo!

Cold Stone Creamery®
Dunkin' Donuts®
Jamba Juice®
Panera Bread®
Pinkberry®
Starbucks®
Steak N' Shake®
ColdTim
Stone
Creamery®
Horton's®
Dunkin'
Donuts®
Wendy's®
Jamba
Juice®
(THISThe
LIST
CAN
BEofEDITED)
Help Support
Heralds
Harmony by using
Panera Bread®
shopwithscrip.com
Pinkberry®
IT’S EASY AND FUN! Buy gift cards for locations
Insert Custom
Message Here
Starbucks®
where you already shop and it SAVES YOU MONEY!
Steak N' Shake®
Visit shopwithscrip.com,
click on shop, choose
Tim
Horton's®
from thousands of locations, submit your order to
© 2013
Great Lakes Scrip Center LLC
Wendy's®
Larry Clapp, Chapter
President & Scrip coordinator.
(THIS
LIST
CAN
BE EDITED)
Your gift cards can be delivered
to you at rehearsal
or mailed to you. email:Larry@theclapp.org | ph:
724-252-7704 | or catch him at rehearsals!
Insert Custom Message Here

© 2013 Great Lakes Scrip Center LLC
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Upcoming
Birthdays

Contact: Jerry Tobin
tobinsat@hotmail.com

Compound Interest
Contact: Russ Powell
813-340-5675
russ@barbershopquartet.us
http://barbershopquartet.us

Flashback

Contact: Mark Schlinkert
(321) 229-0571
http://www.flashbackqt.com

John Santamaria.................................16-Aug
Randy Norvell......................................21-Aug
Robert Powell......................................26-Aug
Ray Scalise.............................................27-Aug
Arne Helbig...........................................29-Aug
Bill Weatherford..................................29-Aug
Donald Messler...................................... 4-Sep
Byron Poore............................................. 7-Sep
Steven Matheson................................... 8-Sep
Andrew Schrader.................................15-Sep

The Flexible Four
Contact: Steve Matheson
(813) 963-3517 (H)
(813) 254-9115 (W)
http://flexiblefour.com

Main Street

Contact:
http://www.mainstreetqt.com/

Special Arrangement

Contact: Marty Port
(813) 748-4554
http://www.wix.com/special_arrangement/
quartet

The Heralds of Harmony
is a non-profit 501 (c)(3) corporation
and receives regular public funding through grants
from The Florida Division of Cultural Affairs,
The Arts Council of Hillsborough County, the
Pagliara Charitable Foundation, and Walmart;
as well as employee matching programs
at Verizon and Honeywell.
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Tampa Chapter 2013 Officers
and Board of Directors
PRESIDENT
Larry Clapp
Larry@theclapp.org
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It’s GREAT
to be a HERALD!
Stay tuned to the next edition
for the story to go with this
photo!!

PAST PRESIDENT
Mark Tuttle
mtuttle382@me.com
TREASURER
Al Kelly
AKelly05@verizon.net

Care to share your summer
adventure?! Send your story
and pics to Rox@rox-c.com!

SECRETARY
Brian Wunderlin
wunder@tampabay.rr.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MUSIC & PERFORMANCE
Chuck Steiner
AL13champs@aol.com
VICE PRESIDENT - EVENTS
Bill Weatherford
bill.weatherford@tampabay.rr.com
VICE PRESIDENT - CHAPTER DEVELOPMENT
Shaun Reynolds
s_w_reynolds@yahoo.com
VICE PRESIDENT - MARKETING & PR
Matt Sullivan
mattbsullivan@hotmail.com
VICE PRESIDENT - FINANCIAL DEVELOPMENT
Steve Stenzler
stenzman@yahoo.com
VICE PRESIDENT - PERFORMANCE MARKETING
Dave Roberts
daver1103@aol.com
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘15)
Steve Cragg
donutcop@gmail.com
BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘14)
Joe McCarthy
jandkmccarthy@gmail.com

SECTION LEADERS & GO-TO GUYS
Tenor Section Leader
Lead Co Section Leaders
Baritone Section Leader
Bass Section Leader

Russ Powell
Steve Cragg
Andy Schrader
Tom Williams
Pat Bauer

Need HoH information or assistance re:
“FINALE” Music Software:
Ed McKenzie
Rehearsal Videos:
Brian Wunderlin
Choreo:
Ralph Brown
Music Librarian:
Ed McKenzie
Chorus Membership:
Shaun Reynolds
Uniform Coordinator:
Dick Sipple
E-Newsletter Content:
Roxanne Clapp
Website Content/Groupanizer Admin: Dave Roberts
Groupanizer Administrator for
Qualifications and Record-Keeping
Joe McCarthy

russ5000@hotmail.com
donutcop@gmail.com
andrew@schradermusic.com
prr1@tampabay.rr.com
wmpbauer@verizon.net

serendipity91@gmail.com

727-505-2095
wunder@tampabay.rr.com
727-953-6484
rbbrown@tampabay.rr.com 813-785-4697
serendipity91@gmail.com 727-505-2095
s_w_reynolds@yahoo.com 813-739-9960
wsipple372@aol.com
727-734-8731
rox@rox-c.com
813-994-4380
daver1103@aol.com
813-546-8953
jandkmccarthy@gmail.com

HELPFUL LINKS...

BOARD MEMBER AT LARGE (‘13)
Dick Sipple
wsipple372@aol.com

Heralds of Harmony (HoH) • www.heraldsofharmony.org

MUSIC DIRECTOR
Tony De Rosa
advocals@me.com

Barbershop Harmony Society (BHS) or (SPEBSQSA) • www.barbershop.org

DIRECTORS EMERITUS
Bill Billings • wbilllin1@tampabay.rr.com
Steve Jamison • srjamison@gmail.com

The original Harmonet •http://groups.yahoo.com/group/bbshop

Sunshine District (& Sunburst)• www.sunshinedistrict.org

HarmonetLite • http://groups.yahoo.com/group/HarmonetLite

Finale Reader Software •www.finalemusic.com/reader/

To SUBSCRIBE or UNSUBSCRIBE
to the Heralds of Harmony email list send your email request to:
larry@theclapp.org

© Heralds of Harmony. Information and artwork in this
bulletin can not be reproduced
without the written permission of the Heralds of Harmony.

